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I- Introduction

� Natural Risk is a combination of:
- Natural  hazard (natural conditions that may cause a  disaster)
- people and building vulnerability

� Each landslide hazard has a different temporal evolution (as seen in 
part 1) and needs to be differently analyzed to obtain  a risk map.



♦ Systematic (repetitive) event = rockfalls

An estimation of the recurrence (repetitive interval of time) 
of the natural hazard can be quantify based on the rock mass, the 
fracturation interval, the climate evolution during the year… but 
this estimation is really complicated and not accurate

1 event = 1 bloc? Several?



♦ Declared slow and continuous movements = creep, some 
landslides

The identification of these landslides is of course essential to 
organize the land settlement
What if the speed of the landslide increases? -> There is a risk for 
the population.
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Debris flow        
Earth flow        

Thus it is fundamental to well define the cinematic of each movement

Rock landslides        
Rock rotational landslides         
Soil rotational landslides        
Rock translational landslides        
Soil translational landslides        
Block slides        

EF: extremely fast, VF: very fast, F: fast, M : moderate, S: slow, VS: very slow, ES: extremely 
slow. 



�Reminder: the safety factor, Fs, of a soil or rock slope is the ratio of shear 
strength (resistance) to shear stress (driving force).

Fs = Shear Strength/Shear Stress  

� F can be considered as a random variable, function of physical (Xi) and 
hydraulic (Xi) parameters, themselves random:

F = f(Xl, X2, X3, ...)

Difficult approach of the probability of occurrence

F = f(Xl, X2, X3, ...)

� Thus the probability law of F is deduced by these parameters (Xi) when we know 
their own laws

The breaking probability P is given by:
P = Proba (F < 1) 



P10 = Proba (F < 1 at least once in the 10 next years)

P100 = Proba (F < 1 at least once in the 100 next years)

� Probability values characterize the natural hazard, the occurrence of the
natural event.
�Accident probability values (quantifying the risk) would be really lower, 
a lot of down-slope movements induce minor damages: the natural a lot of down-slope movements induce minor damages: the natural 
hazard is high but the risk is low
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� We have to evaluate a slope instability degree on each site

� This evaluation can be done qualitatively by experts, or quantitatively by 
estimate a different weight of each of the combined factors that influence the 
slope stability

� In an active down-slope movement, the slope instability degree is max

II- Practical approach

�The observation of clues showing preliminary movements, deformation 
starting or break initiation lead to give a high degree of slope instability of the 
site

� Thus we can affect an instability degree in descending order to the following 
examples…



1) Manifestation of current deformations: cracking on buidings, 
superficial soil breaking, rock face overhanging a mass of fallen 
rocks (the frequency of rockfalls cannot allows the vegetation 
development).

= Major instability degree



2) Clues showing an initiation of the deformation: 
- Apparition of collapse
- New cracks or unusual bulges in the ground, street 

pavements, sidewalks = deformation of the topography of the 
valley side

- Springs, seeps, or saturated ground in areas that have 
not typically been wet before etc…

= High instability degree



3)  No clues like previously, but we can observe some 
destabilising factors currently active and potentialy dangerous for 
later: bank erosion at the bottom of a valley side, excavation at 
the bottom of a rock face, root penetrations inside a discontinuity 
on a ledge (corniche), etc…

= Medium instability degree



4)  No current and old clue, but  numerous unfavorable factors are 
located near the site (layer dips in a down-slope direction,…)

5) None unfavorable factor is present on or near the site.

= Low instability degree

� Areas That Are Generally Safe From Landslides are located:
- On hard, non-jointed bedrock that has not moved in the past 
- On relatively flat-lying areas away from slopes and steep river 
banks 
- At the top or along the nose of ridges, set back from the tops of 
slopes 
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We use to represent the natural hazard intensity by using the following legend:

III- Natural hazard Intensity

G1, G2, G3: landslides potentiality with 3 degrees of 
Probability of Occurrence, usely representd by 3 different 
colors or 3 values with the same color

FI, F2, F3 : Collapse potentiality with the 3 same 
degrees of Probability 

El, E2, E3: Debris avalanche or debris flow potentiality 
with the 3 same degrees of Probability 



The Descriptive parameters to estimate the Intensity

Landslide: 
mobilized volume, 

movement area surface, 
thickness of the sliding area,

mean speed of displacement, etc.

Debris flow: 
mobilized volume by event, 

load of big rock blocs, 
speed of flow, etc.



Rock falls: 
total mobolized volume,

individual blocks volume,
easy or not to break during the fall,

Energy of the blocks, etc.
Collapse: 

collapse diameter or surface, 
depth of the area, 

Soil compaction during dry period: 
affected depth, 

quantification of the differential movement, 
etc.

depth of the area, 
quick or slow event, etc.



1- The seriousness

The seriousness measures the importance of the degree of the 
intensity in front of human lifes, the hability to get a lot of victims 
or none.



Legend: Geomorphological map of natural hazards (d'après H. Kienholz, in Varnes, 
1978)
The legend is totally developed to show the consequencies of phenomenous on people and 
building. The organisation is presented below:
Risk areas
3 The building destruction or a part of the building needs to be taken into account since
inside people are in danger, or phenomenous are less dangerous but more frequent
(avalanches) putting in jeopardy outside people.
2 If specific conditions are made for construction, it shouldn’t have any destruction 
during the next 100-150 years. For outside people, a danger is still recognized with a 
lower intensitythanfor area 3.lower intensitythanfor area 3.
1 Low danger. Destruction non recognized for the next 100-150 years, danger for outside
people is almost nonexistente.
0 No danger 
Kind of risks
E avalanche de glace, chute de séracs
L avalanche
R glissement
S chute de blocs
W inondation











2- The aggressiveness
The agressiveness or « damageability » of a phenomenous in front of 
constructions is the ability to cause damages on these structures. 



3- Degree of needs to prevent

Exemple de définition de quatre niveaux d'intensité d'un mouvement de terrain, basée 
sur la DPP (d'après un document de la Délégation aux risques majeurs, 1990)



Volume mobilisé {V) Seriousness Agressiveness Degree of needs to 
prevent

V< 1 dm3 Really low to 
medium

None to low low

1 < V< 100 dm3 medium Low to medium low

0, 1 m3 < V< 1 m3 Medium to high medium medium

1 m3 < V< 1000 m3 High to major Medium to high medium1 m3 < V< 1000 m3 High to major Medium to high medium

1000 m3 < V< 100000 
m3

major high high

100000 m3 < V major high High to major

Figure 4 : Example for rockfalls: Intensity estimation by knowing the mobilized volume
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IV- Natural Hazard mapping

4 maps can be realised for landslides:

1- Statement map

2- Natural hazard map2- Natural hazard map

3- Risk map

4- Prevention map



= Inventory of past and 
present phenomenous : 
the map showing facts, 
a statement of the area 
to give an objective idea 
by the density of the 

1- Statement map

by the density of the 
phenomenous, the 
spatial development.



= this map show the current unstability slopes but also the areas 

where movements could appear.  

2- Natural hazard map

=  combine the probability information from a landslide hazard 

3- Risk map

=  combine the probability information from a landslide hazard 

map with an analysis of all possible consequences (property 

damage, casualties, and loss of service). This map is used (or 

should be) for land settlement management.



= Recognition of the natural hazard and risk in each area to 

determine the prevention to elaborate (drainage, study before 

construction recommanded…). In France this kind of map 

4- Prevention map

appear in a specific program of land management (PPR) with 

specific rules to respect for each area.
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V- Principles of a natural hazard map elaboration
- Inventory of  active and old movements
- Identification of the main factors that influence slope stability

- Estimation of the natural hazard in each homogeneous area in front of  the 
factors previously identified. If several natural hazards are recognized in the 
same area (landslides of the loose cover and rockfalls of the upper part of the 
valley side for example), you have to notify these several natural hazards.

- Documentation study : geological, geomorphologic, hydrogeological maps,
Geotechnical reports,  PhD thesis, map from tunnels… but also, analyze of Geotechnical reports,  PhD thesis, map from tunnels… but also, analyze of 
drilling data bases to get information on thickness of geological units, nature of 
substratum (gypsum?)

-Archives consulting  to get memory of old disasters (paper, photographies…)

- Landslide data base consulting (in France we are working on a national DB to 
centralize information)

-Field analysis to get detailed information on lithology, geomorphology, 
hydrology, tectonics to complete the geological map of the area



- Aerial photographies allow us to:
- observe the structure of the area 
(active faults…) quickly and on a 
large scale

- follow the morphologic 
evolution of the same area by 
comparing pictures from different 
years





- Analytical map can be realized  to synthetize the observations :
Map of location of observed movements
slope map
Map of simplified lithology 



Profils-types accompagnant 
la carte ZERMOS de 
Trouville -Pont l'Évêque 
(Calvados). En haut, versant 
avec glissements dans les 
formations de pentes 
argileuses; en bas, versant 
plus complexe avec paquet 
glissé de craie à l'amont, 
glissements à mi-versant et 
éboulements de la falaise 
côtière (document du côtière (document du 
Laboratoire régional des 
Ponts et Chaussées de Rouen, 
1976). 

With maps, you 
can add specifics 
cross-section to 

detail your 
observations  and 

help for 
communication



Zonage d'aléa prenant en compte la possibilité d'extension vers l'amont des glissements actifs (carte préparatoire à un zonage de Plan 
d'exposition aux risques dans le Calvados) (d'après un document du Laboratoire régional des Ponts et Chaussées de Rouen)



Exemple de délimitation de 
zones menacées par les 
chutes de blocs et 
éboulements: carte ZERMOS 
de Nantua (1976). Extrait de 
carte (échelle originale 
1/10000) et extrait de 
légende, Les couleurs 
traduisent la gradation de 
l'aléa : vert, jaune, orange, 
rose, rougerose, rouge

Example of map showing areas 
that can be affected by 
rockfalls. Colors are linked to 
the Intensity.
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VI- Natural Hazard Mapping using GIS and a modelling
method combining data (CPGT)



Traitement CPGT

Carte géologique

Carte des pentes

Carte humidité

Traitement CPGT

Carte géologique

Carte des pentes

Carte humidité

Geology

Moisture

Slope

Thalwegs

Carte de l’aléa

Carte Talwegs

Carte de l’aléa

Carte Talwegs

Organigramme de la méthode CPGT 

Thalwegs

Natural hazard map









Geology  at 1 : 50000



Moisture of the catchment area



Catchment area xyz



Thalwegs map



Results
Light green - none Natural Hazard
Green - Low Natural Hazard
Dark green - Natural Hazard
Orange - Medium to high Natural Hazard
Red - High Natural Hazard
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Cartographie des aléas et des risques sur la commune de Menton

VII- Risk Mapping using GIS and a modelling method 
combining data

Orthorectified aerial photo on an XYZ grid on Menton



Geological data of Menton
1 : 5000



Soil Moisture of Menton and around



Main thalwegs on Menton 



Results
Light green - none Natural Hazard
Green - Low Natural Hazard
Dark green - Natural Hazard
Orange - Medium to high Natural Hazard
Red - High Natural Hazard



Results
Light green - none Natural Hazard
Green - Low Natural Hazard
Dark green - Natural Hazard
Orange - Medium to high Natural Hazard
Red - High Natural Hazard

Detailed natural hazard map

Points: Possible Limited landslides
Crossed lines: Possible large landslides
Nothing: None landslide possible



Population and construction location at Menton and around

= Landslide Risk Map= Landslide Risk Map


